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President’s Letter  President’s Letter    
An Industry Working Together    
By Michael Hoag 
 

My introduction to Asphalt-Rubber came while working as a project 
engineer for Granite Construction Company.  The project was simply 
to mill header cuts 1.5” deep against the curb & gutter in several resi-
dential neighborhoods and overlay the streets with an A-R hot mix.  
At the time, I didn’t know the difference between a conventional hot 
mix and a hot mix with an A-R binder.  However, I was immediately 
struck by the fact that by using this A-R binder, we were able to pave directly over an aged 
roadway with no surface treatment and only a 1.5” lift.  Amazing!  Furthermore, I learned 
(from happy residents in the area) that this A-R binder contained recycled tires.  Think 
about the significance - we were removing spent tires from the waste stream and engi-
neering the tires right back into the roadway.  This roadway, at only 1.5” thick, was de-
signed to last several years longer than the conventional option that may have required 
twice the thickness.  Needless to say, I was sold on Asphalt-Rubber and wanted to have a 
more active role in the development of this product.  This is when I became involved in the 
Rubber Pavement Association. 

The RPA has proven itself time and again to be a valuable resource to contractors, crumb 
rubber producers, agencies, engineers, and individuals searching for better methods to 
build and maintain their infrastructure.  The RPA has a strong Technology Transfer pro-
gram that we utilize to educate interested parties.  Listed below are programs the RPA 
sponsored in the last year. 
 

New York—A-R Advances for New York, October 11th, 2007, Albany, sponsored by Em-
pire State Development.   This one day workshop focused on the Safety, Durability, and 
Noise Reduction of A-R materials as well as performance in cold temperatures.  Did you 
know that A-R has been used in climates where temperatures drop below –20°F each 
winter.  In addition to Flagstaff , AZ which is at 7000 feet in elevation, A-R has been 
placed all thou-out the Sierra Nevada Mountains above 6000 feet and in places like Al-
berta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan and Sweden.   
 

Ixtapa – On April 3rd, 2008 the RPA partnered with the Asphalt Association of Mexico 
(AMAAC) to provide a one day seminar on the basics of A-R technology in addition to the 
many engineering benefits that crumb rubber modifier can provide to overlay and surface 
treatment materials.  Take a look at the Cape Seal article in this issue which is based 
upon  RPA member Jeff Smith’s presentation.  The program was  very well received and 

Overlay  After five years Street View (2007) Overlay Next to Old Cracked Surface (2002) 

Continued Pg 10 
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USER MEMBERS 
 
Ecopath Contracting, LLC, is a pri-
vately held firm headquartered in 
Scottsdale, AZ which provides asphalt 
rubber blending service to Arizona, 
California and Nevada. ECOPATH 
Contracting, LLC is a member of the 
STRATCO Global family of companies 
which includes STRATCO, Inc. and 
ECOPATH Industries, LLC. These 
companies provide engineering tech-
nology solutions and equipment 
manufacturing to customers worldwide 
in the lubricating grease, petrochemi-
cal and modified asphalt industry. The 
Company is located at 14821 N. 73rd 
St., Scottsdale, AZ  85260 and the 
Company representative is Cecilia, 
Vice President of International 
Sales.  She can be reached at (480) 
991-0450 or by fax at (480) 991-0314 
or by email: 
Cecilia.Mancero@StratcoGlobal.com 
 
 
Vulcan Materials Company, Vulcan 
is a leading producer of hot mix as-
phalt paving mixtures. These consist 
of construction aggregates, asphalt 
cement, additives and modifiers.  The 
Company is located at 16009 Foothill 
Blvd., Irwindale, CA  91702-2813 and 
the Company representative is Timo-
thy J. Saenz, Technical Services 
Manager.  He can be reached at 
(626) 856-6190 or by fax at (626) 969-
2918 or by email : 
saenzt@vmcmail.com 
 
 
NEW MARKET PRODUCER MEMBER—
WELCOME BACK! 
 
Western Rubber Products Ltd. 
(WRP) began in 1989 with a 5,000 
square foot facility located in the 
Queensborough area of Greater Van-
couver.  In its first year of operation, 
WRP produced approximately one 
million pounds of crumb rubber.  The 
company moved its office to nearby 
Annacis Island, a large, centrally lo-
cated industrial park in the Fraser 
River, in 1992.  The following year the 

plant also moved to Annacis Island.  
The new location provided easy ac-
cess to freeways eastbound to the 
province’s interior and the rest of Can-
ada as well as southbound to the 
USA.  As other BC tire recycling com-
panies came and went WRP grew 
through the 1990s and into the new 
millennium.  The company has estab-
lished a reputation for supplying high 
quality, clean crumb rubber on time at 
a fair price.  WRP now operates from 
a 10,000 square foot plant producing 
between 45 and 50 million pounds per 
year of coarse crumb rubber.  The 
company is located at 721 Aldford 
Ave.Delta  BC  V3M 5P5, Canada and 
the Company representative is Grant 
Mcintosh.  He can be reached at 
(604) 524-5263or by fax at (604) 524-
1241 or by email mcintosh@western-
rubber.com 
 
 
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
 
Scantek, Inc., Scantek, Inc. is a 
worldwide leader in sound and vibra-
tion instrumentation sales, service, 
calibration, and rental. The company 
is located at 7060 Oakland Mills Road, 
Suite L, Columbia, MD 21046  and the 
company representative is Richard J. 
Peppin.  He can be reached at (410) 
290-7726, by fax at (410) 290-9167 or 
by email at PeppinR@scantekinc.com 
 
 
SemMaterials, supplies quality as-
phalt emulsions, polymer modified 
asphalts, technologies and services to 
agency and contractor customers in 
the United States and Mexico. It also 
markets residual oils. An industry 
leader for more than 40 years, Sem-
Materials has a portfolio of paving ma-
terials that helps customers build 
longer-life roads and provides them 
solutions for improved maintenance 
and repairs.  The company California 
representative is Gary Hildebrand, 
TRM.  He can be reached at (916) 
3 5 4 - 9 8 4 6  o r  b y  e m a i l 
ghildebrand@semgrouplp.com 
 
 
 

 
AFFILIATE MEMBERS 
 
Asociación Mexicana del Asfalto 
A.C. (AMAAC) - The Association 
address is Camino a Sta. Teresa 
187, Parque del Pedregal, D.F  
Tlalpan, 14010 Mexico and his 
representative is Jorge E. 
Cárdenas García, Executive Direc-
tor.  He can be reached at (011-52-
555) 606-7962 or by email  
amaacdir@prodigy.net.mx 
 
Middle Rio Grande Development 
Council, Texas – The agency ad-
dress is 307 W. Nopal, PO Box 
1199, Carrizo Springs, TX 78834 
and the agency representative is 
Mario Chavez, Solid Waste Coordi-
nator.  He can be reached at  (830) 
876-1286 or by fax at (830) 876-
1 3 9 6  o r  b y  e m a i l 
mario.chavez@mrgdc.org 
 
 

Wroclaw Technical University, 
Poland – The University address is 
ul. Fioekowa 19, 55-230  Jelcz-
Laskowice, Poland and the Univer-
sity representative is Henryk Koba.  
He can be reached at (48 (71) 
3182144 or by email drolab@epf.pl 
 
 
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS 
 
David Dougherty - Seattle, WA 
 

Gilberto Martínez Arguelles - Bo-
gota, Colombia 
 

T.L. Mancuso – San Diego, CA 
 

Graciano Medina – Corozal, Belize 
 

Edward L. Millar - Akron, OH 
 

Manuel Portillo Gallo—Chihuahua, 
Mexico 
 

S a m u e l  Y o u n g  C h a v e z —
Chihuahua, Mexico 
 

Edmundo Suarez—Chihuahua, 
Mexico 
 

M a r i o  R od r i g u e z  G a r c i a —
Chihuahua, Mexico  
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4 AA--R Friction Course for PCCP PreservationR Friction Course for PCCP Preservation 

 By Douglas D. Carlson 

Recent studies in the Phoenix, Arizona area have brought forward 
the value of using a very thin, one inch (25mm) asphalt-rubber friction 
course (ARFC) to enhance the surface characteristics of Portland 
cement concrete pavement.  At a recent seminar sponsored by the 
RPA, following the NAPA meeting at the Arizona Biltmore, members 
and technical advisors provided insight on the many benefits that are 
obtained through the use of ARFC to many NAPA members.  In a 
high impact half day seminar, attendees learned about the following: 
 
Introduction to Asphalt-Rubber, By Doug Carlson, Exec Dir RPA, 
An overview of the development of asphalt-rubber technology and its 
entrance into the public domain, ASTM specifications and a discus-
sion on the different methods of incorporating tire rubber into asphalt 
mixtures such as the dry method and terminal blend. 
 

Overview of Asphalt Rubber Manufacturing and Placement, By 
Michael Hoag, Granite Construction, An overview of the processes 
used to incorporate scrap tire rubber to capture the engineering prop-
erties of tire rubber. 
 

Binder Specifications and Design, By Anne Stonex, MACTEC En-
gineering, How asphalt and scrap tire rubber are combined and 
tested to ensure good engineering properties and the use of the 
binder in SMA and Friction Course Mixes 
 

Noise Reduction and Safety Enhancements to Aged PCCP, By 
Cliff Ashcroft, FNF Construction, Decreased Accidents on I-35 in San 
Antonio following the application of a thin AR PFC over rough and 
aged PCCP and the Arizona Quiet Pavement Pilot Program and 
other research on Noise Reduction. 
 

Crack Resistance, FHWA Accelerated Loading Facility Results, By 
Jorge Sousa/George Way, Consulpav, Research and field perform-
ance demonstrate reduced thickness concepts, at least a 2 to 1 re-
duction, with significant crack resistance. 
 

Reduced Tire Wear and Ride Improvements, By Kamil Kaloush, 
Arizona State University, Arizona DOT field testing on Interstate 10 
demonstrates that thin asphalt-rubber friction courses improve sur-
face characteristics, reduce roughness, and prevent excess tire tread 
wear. 
 

AR Friction Courses as a Preservation Application and Thermal 
Blanket, By Mark Belshe, FNF Construction, Agency investments in 
existing or newly constructed PCCP can be protected from excess 
thermal gradients by thin, one inch  A-R friction courses. 
 

Improvements to skid resistance and noise reduction on overlays of 
PCCP have been well documented, but increasing the pavement life 
of concrete and reducing tread  wear may be benefits that have been 
overlooked until now. 
 

Studies at Arizona State University and with the Arizona DOT have 
looked at the unique benefits of reduced tread wear when comparing 
the random transverse tined concrete pavement surface on Interstate 
10 in Phoenix, prior to its overlay as part of the Arizona Quiet Pave-

ment Pilot Program with an ARFC to reduce traffic noise.  
Transverse tinning is one of the safest texturing uses to im-
prove skid resistance of concrete; unfortunately, it is also one 
of the loudest surfaces texturing widely used by DOTs during 
construction in the 1980s and 1990s.  
 

An example 
of the noise 
generated by 
a tire travel-
ing on a 
Transversely 
tined PCCP 

and an ARFC is provided below in the table nearby.  The 
measurements were made using the a close proximity, noise 
trailer method early on in the ADOT Quiet Pavement Pilot 
Program. 
 

Skid testing conducted using the MU meter shows the wide 
variation skid resistance before and after placement of the 
thin ARFC. 

 

Remarkably, the thin layer also vastly improved the ride abil-
ity by reducing the pavement roughness. 
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Members on the MoveMembers on the Move——
RPA Annual Meting RecapRPA Annual Meting Recap 

 

Through the leadership and support of RPA Associate Council 
Board Members, Jerry Rodarmel of CEI Enterprises, the first 
Associates Forum was a great success.  RPA Associate and Affili-
ate Members were asked to give a brief presentation on some of 
their activities related to the use of rubber in pavements.  A spe-
cial presentation from New Market member King Tech operating 
out of China was included to give the members an idea of the 
activities taking place in China. 
 

The following is an overview of the event. 
 

Jerry Rodarmel discussed some of the advancements in the 
design of asphalt-rubber blending systems in the market to-
day.  CEI Enterprises has been manufacturing asphalt-rubber 
blending plants since 1991 and has placed 30 systems into opera-
tion.  Current equipment designs are focused on product quality, 
high capacity, environmental issues and operator ease. 
 

The product quality is foremost in importance and accurate pro-
portioning systems are key.  Asphalt flows (and any other speci-
fied liquid additives) are measured using Coriolis effect 
mass meters which incorporate volumetric temperature compen-
sation.   Crumb rubber additions are measured with highly accu-
rate load cells.  All components are delivered with pumps and 
drives that are equipped with variable speed drives, and the entire 
process is automated.  A programmable logic controller (PLC) is 
utilized to keep the percentage rates of each component in com-
pliance with the project specifications.  Fully automated valves 
compliment the PLC system, and both provide not only accuracy 
but also ease of operation. 
 

With the addition of heat exchangers on the asphalt line into the 
blending unit, blended asphalt-rubber is delivered to the reaction 
tank at specification temperatures.  This significantly reduces any 
time lost waiting for material temperature to meet specifica-
tions.  Older systems relied upon heat exchangers in the reaction 
tank.  (Show a picture of a plant and then a close up of the auger 
and heating coils). 
 

The reaction tanks are equipped with high speed and large diame-
ter screw augers for agitation.  The augers are a significant step 
forward from top mounted mixers and they impart a significant 
additional amount of agitation, provide agitation through-out the 
tank and keep the heat transferring coils clean.  This enhance-
ment reduces the amount of tank maintenance that is required. 

Vern Thompson of CRAFCO provided the members with a great 
presentation on how to avoid the bump in a thin overlay from 
crack sealant beneath.  A little attention to detail and workmanship 
during crack filling operations and during the overlay application 
can ensure that the crack sealant will not affect the overlay and 
cause any bumps.  A common cause for a bump was excess 
crack sealant application with an over-band.  Also, a “fast” rolling 
operation following the paving machine can actually shove hot mix 
material ahead of the roller until it hits the over-banded crack un-
derneath.  The hot-mix will stick to or catch on the crack sealant 
and build a bump. 
 
Dr. Robert Amme form Denver University provided some infor-
mation on the construction and performance of Soft Trails recrea-
tional paths in the Denver area.  Soft Trails are composed of an 
Asphalt-Rubber binder with a polymer additive that is spray ap-
plied to a hardened surface (prepared base or pre-existing path).  
Instead of using stone chips, like a chip seal, similarly sized tire 
rubber chunks are used.    The resulting surface is hard enough 
for bike traffic but soft to pedestrians and joggers with very favor-
able durability and performance.   Each mile of 12 foot wide 
path can use as many as 7000 tires. 
 

 
Dr. Jorge Sousa provided a brief overview of a study underway at 
the California Pavement Preservation Center.  The working title: 
Models for Estimating Treatment Lives, Pavement Life Extension 
and the Cost Effectiveness of Treatments on Flexible Pavements 
 
The Objectives of the study: 
 

1. Develop tables (which can be readily used by practitioner) 
that estimate treatment lives and life extension for the 23 
asphalt based treatments. 

 
2. Develop a model to determine treatment duration as a func-

tion of asphalt treatment characteristics, pavement location, 
pavement condition and traffic for flexible pavements. 

 
3.  Determine the optimal time for treatment application and pro-

vide an assessment of cost effectiveness of each type of 
treatment in terms of its own duration and its contribution to 
pavement life extension.  

 
Through the evaluation process, the authors developed a new 
term, the Treatment Performance Capacity.  For more informa-
tion contact the CP2. 
 
Two Graduate Research Associates from Arizona State University 
also made presentations on some of the on-going research.  

ASSOCIATE MEMBER FORUM AT ANNUAL MEETING A GREAT SUCCESS!ASSOCIATE MEMBER FORUM AT ANNUAL MEETING A GREAT SUCCESS!  

A reaction tank and a cut a way showing heater coils in auger system. 
Continued Pg 9 
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UpdateUpdate  
 A few years ago, records of accidents on certain Texas high-
ways were analyzed before and after the applications of Per-
meable Friction Courses (PFC).  A project in San Antonio Texas 
on I-35 used a 1.5 inch (38 mm) Asphalt-Rubber PFC.  The 
nominal aggregate size was 1/2”  and used a binder content 

of 8.3%.  About   
16,000 tires 
were used in 
the two (2)  
mile project.  
AR was se-
lected as the 
binder material 
because it is so 
“sticky”.  It was 
determined to 
have the best 
c h a n c e  o f 
bonding to the 
aged trans-
versely tined 

PCCP which was constructed in the early 1980s.  The old con-
crete pavement was still serviceable, but had become ex-
tremely rough.  The AR PFC provided an excellent ride im-
provement, 661%, as is seen in the IRI chart .  A-R overlays will 
typically cut the roughness in half every time. 
 
After the overlay there was a noticeable decrease in accidents, 
according to Gary Fitts, Asphalt Institute office in San Antonio.  
Visibility during inclement weather was enhanced through a 
reduced splash and spray.  A chance photograph of the pro-

ject during a rain storm halfway through construction was 
taken and is provided nearby. Note the difference in visibil-
ity between the lanes paved with an AR PFC and the old 
PCCP.  A close up of the surface the old surface texture 
during better weather helps explain why water collects on 
the surface of the old concrete. 

Gary decided to take a look at the accident reports main-
tained by the San Antonio Police Department in the year 
prior to the AR PFC overlay and for the year after. (See 
Weather and Accident Data on  I-35 Bar Chart Above). 
 

Notice that the number of major accidents overall had de-
creased from 85 to 48 and wet weather major accidents 
dropped from 39 to 19.  Major accidents are categorized 
by the dispatching of emergency injury response 
(ambulances) teams.  Besides the trauma caused to the 
individuals in the major accidents, think about the reduc-
tion in delays to other users with less traffic back ups and 
also reduced insurance claims.  The insurance industry may 
wake up some day and lobby DOTs for safer roads to re-
duce the number of insurance claims. 
 

PFCS work very well.  Another road in Texas had an unusu-
ally high number of accidents and fatalities.  So the 

TexDOT provided 
an emergency con-
tract to place a PFC 
overlay on the 
dense graded as-
phalt surface on 
Farm to Market 
Road FM 1341. 
 

Continued Pg 10 
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A portion of I-10 between 7th St and 7th Ave goes below grade, 
under a series of bridge decks, for about one mile.  Residents of 
Phoenix refer to the area as the Deck Park Tunnel.  The tunnel is 
ventilated  with a centralized fan system which has exhaust ports 
that are accessible on the decks above.  

A team of researchers at ASU, captured air samples from the 
vents before and after the concrete had been paved with the 
ARFC.  Chemical analysis of tire treads revealed some tracers 
that would be used to identify the amount of tread wear that 
came from vehicle traveling over the rough, coarsely textured 
PCCP and the wear from the finer textured ARFC.   Although this 
study was a conducted on a relatively small scale, it is hypothe-
sized that tread wear is reduced by about half. 
 

That means that the thin overlay that uses 1,000 tires per lane 
mile helps prolong the life of tires that travel over it.  This is a 
very important finding with respect to air quality.  Phoenix has 
long been an area of non-attainment with respect to the US EPA 
air quality requirements.  Most of the PM 10 material is a result of 
dust from agricultural and construction activities and perhaps a 
bit of rubber dust resulting from tread wear over pavement tex-
tures that are unnecessarily rough. 
 

Another interesting topic that came from the ASU SMART Center 
Urban Heat Island studies was an investigation into the affect of 
changing the Albedo of the pavement surface from light to dark 
on the core temperatures of the pavement sections.  Everyone 
knows that dark colored materials absorb more light energy and 
heat than light colored materials, so what is happening to a pave-
ment when the surface goes from light to dark? 
 

A large number of cores were removed from pavement sections 
around the Phoenix area, 
and thermal sensors were 
placed into the pavement 
with the core hole filled 
back in.  One section was 

selected where the 14 inches of concrete was surfaced with the 
Quiet Pavement ARFC material and the adjoining section did not 
have an ARFC. Pavement temperatures at various pavement 

depths were recorded over a long period of time and plotted on 
the chart below. 
 

A very surprising result of placing the thin ARFC material was 
that they provided a “thermal blanket”  to the underlying PCCP 
keeping the core temperature more uniform with less variation 
between the high and low pavement temperatures.  The coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion was notably affected.  It is estimated 
by some concrete pavement specialists that the greatest damage 
from concrete occurs through temperature changes and loading 
during the change.  When a concrete slab is hot on top and cool 
on the bottom, the slab is convex with respect to the base, it will 
bubble from the center.  When the top is cooler than the bottom, 
the slab will warp and curl to the edges.  See the figure nearby. 
 
Anywhere a concrete slab looses contact with its base, it will 

begin to 
suffer fa-
tigue and 
u l t i m a t e l y 
crack and 
deteriorate.  
A n y t h i n g 
that can 

AA--R Friction Course for PCCP Preservation R Friction Course for PCCP Preservation 
(Continued from page  4)(Continued from page  4) 

Tire wear 
emission rate 
based on 

Experiment 1 
(PCC road surface) 

Experiment 2 
(AR-ACFC road surface)

Compound # 3 354 ± 71 177 ± 35 
Compound # 4 172 ± 34 120 ± 24 
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8 AsphaltAsphalt--Rubber Cape Seal ApplicationsRubber Cape Seal Applications  

The Ultimate Pavement Preservation TreatmentThe Ultimate Pavement Preservation Treatment  
By: Jeffrey R. SmithBy: Jeffrey R. Smith——Asst. Marketing/Technical Director, International Surfacing SystemsAsst. Marketing/Technical Director, International Surfacing Systems  

Pavement preser-
vation has been 
conceptualized for 
some time now 
and has also been 
a topic of discus-
sion in meetings 
and conferences 
across the United 
States.  Many 
agencies have 
i m p l e m e n t e d 
some type of pave-
ment preservation program but the effort has been inconsistent 
at best.  The importance of pavement preservation has recently 
surfaced at the local and state agency level as a viable way to 
extend the life of existing infrastructure allowing for a much 
more cost effective option to manage deteriorating roads and 
streets. 
 

As long as the revenues to build and maintain new streets were 
at a sufficient level, pavement preservation was not a pressing 
issue.  But in recent years a majority of cities, counties and state 
departments of transportation have come to the realization that 
the massive amount of construction over the past few decades 
has resulted in a long list of pavements to maintain.  And with 
recent funding reductions or complete elimination of funding 
mechanisms, it has become increasingly difficult to get this main-
tenance and rehabilitation done.  As a result of these issues, the 
establishment of sound pavement preservation programs has 
become critical to preserve the huge investment that exists 
within our infrastructure. 
 

Today we have an abundance of information available concern-
ing pavement preservation strategies and there is also an abun-
dance of agencies currently utilizing various treatments includ-
ing fog seals, slurry seals, rejuvenators, chip seals, and thin over-
lays.  As experience has been gained agencies have begun to 
communicate and partner, which has resulted in eliminating the 
guess work associated with specifying new materials or proce-
dures, along with reducing initial cost.  Thus the increased use 
concerning pavement preservation strategies, including all types 
of asphalt-rubber cape seal applications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An asphalt-rubber cape seal consists of a layer of asphalt-rubber 
chip seal, capped with a Type II Slurry Seal when re-surfacing 
residential streets or a Micro-Surface when re-surfacing major 
arterial and collector streets.  The asphalt-rubber cape seal has 
been utilized since the mid 1970’s to maintain pavements in very 
poor condition.  Since this initial use and subsequent verification 
of long term field performance, the asphalt-rubber cape seal has 
evolved into a number of different pavement preservation sys-
tems.  These systems have proven to not only be cost effective 
initially, based on other acceptable rehabilitation alternatives, but 
they have been proven to perform for a very long period of 
time, usually 10 to 15 years with little or no additional mainte-
nance required. 

 
The asphalt-rubber chip seal is applied from .60 gallons per 
square yard up to .75 gallons per square yard depending on the 
existing condition of the pavement.  The cover aggregate is pre-
coated with asphalt-cement and is placed immediately onto the 
asphalt-rubber binder at a rate ranging from 28 to 34 pounds 
per square yard.  Then the aggregate is rolled with a minimum 
of three pneumatic tired rollers and at times a steel wheel roller 
to successfully imbed the aggregate into the asphalt-rubber 
binder.  After the rolling is complete and the asphalt-rubber chip 
seal has had time to “set” the loose aggregate is removed and 
the surface is prepared to receive the Type II Slurry Seal or Micro-
Surface. 
 
The Type II Slurry Seal is usually applied at a rate ranging from 16 
to 22 pounds per square yard depending on the size of the chip 
seal aggregate that was utilized during the application of the 
asphalt-rubber chip seal.  The Micro-Surface is usually applied at 
a rate ranging from 20 to 26 pounds per square yard.  The com-
pleted asphalt-rubber cape seal will range from ½ to ¾ of an 
inch in thickness. 
 

Continued Pg 11 



 

 
9 Members on the Move Members on the Move (Continued from page  5)(Continued from page  5) 

Carolina Rodezno, 
gave an overview of 
a “Simple Test to 
Evaluate the Crack 
Propagation Potential 
of Asphalt Mixtures” 
which uses a disc cut 
from a gyratory sam-
ple placed upon a 
compression device.  
A notch is cut into the 
top of the disc and 
then loaded.  The 
rate and length of 
cracking is recorded. 
 

Krishna Prapoorna Biligiri provided the attendees with a spirited discussion on his research: 
“Evaluating Pavement Noise in the Laboratory”  The following objectives and hypothesis were provided. 
 

Analyze E* test parameters to assess the tire / pavement noise characteristics.  Hypothesis: more vis-
cous behavior would provide more noise dampening effect, leading to less tire / pavement noise. 
 

Use nondestructive ultrasonic pulse velocity techniques to evaluate the dampening properties of pave-
ment materials.  Hypothesis: higher the total transit time of acoustic wave through a pavement material, 
the better sound absorptive the material is. 
 

The members were also treated with a presentation from RPA member Alan Hung, Vice President of 
Technical Engineering at Kingtech Development Company Limited.  Alan provided and overview of ac-
tivities in China with the development of a Environmental Industry Business Park in Hong Kong which is 
using  asphalt-rubber gap  graded hot mix  for the surfacing as well as projects near the “Birds Nest” 
Olympic Stadium in Beijing.  

AA--R Friction Course for PCCP Preservation R Friction Course for PCCP Preservation (Continued from page  7)(Continued from page  7) 

help minimize the thermal expansion and contraction of concrete will 
prolong the pavement life.  It makes sense.  It also makes cents to 
preserve your department’s great investment in concrete pave-
ments. Protect your greatest assets. 
 

There are many thousands of miles of good but old and rough con-
crete pavements in US cities urbanized areas.   A thin ARFC can 

help a pavement main-
tenance engineer win 
big with an agency and 
local leadership and the 
traveling public.   
 
The Interstate system 
in the US is just over 
fifty years old now and 
is due for a little face 
lift.  It will make a big 
difference in tire noise, 
skid resistance, tread 
wear, and concrete 
pavement life.  You can 
give concrete a break  
and a facelift.  Try an A-
R Friction Course for 

your old concrete pavements and see, hear and feel what a differ-
ence it makes. RPA 

  
Max �T 

Difference 
°C 

Min �T 
Difference 

°C 

Range of 
�T °C 

With AR-ACFC       
Traffic vs. No Traffic 3.5 -2.5 6 
Without AR-ACFC       
Traffic vs. No Traffic 5 -1 6 
With Traffic       
AR-ACFC vs. No 
AR-ACFC 4 -3.5 7.5 

Without Traffic       
AR-ACFC vs. No 
AR-ACFC 4 0.5 4.5 

  From Left to Right, Waleed Zeiada ASU, George Way,   
  RPA  TAB Chairman,  Chris Steele Grace Pacific, Alan  
  Hung, Kingtech, Dona Steele. 
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the partnership will continue to provide another seminar at AMAAC’s 
annual meeting in 2009. 
 

NAPA – On January 30 and 31st, the RPA held the first Associate 
Members Forum, which you can read more about in this issue.  The 
event featured some of the very practical and high innovative activi-
ties and developments RPA members have put into place to raise 
the overall quality of rubberized materials.  On the 31st, a workshop 
designed to give the engineering community the latest  information 
on extremely thin (~ one inch) A-R overlays of Portland cement con-
crete pavements.  This is also featured later in this newsletter.  The 
Interstate system is 50 years old, and some of the concrete surfaces 
out there could use a little face lift to provide a safe, quiet and dura-
ble ride for the next ten years.  A-R friction courses can also pre-
serve PCCP by using a “thermal blanket” concept which stabilizes 
the pavement temperatures from top to bottom, reducing the warp-
ing and curling related to temperature differentials.    

Las Vegas – Two workshops were provided to the Las Vegas pav-
ing community under contract with the NDOT leading up to their first 
A-R friction course overlay of an aged PCCP in the summer of 
2007.  The workshops were designed to provide the Best Manage-
ment Practices and Quality Control to use when making and placing 
A-R friction course materials. 
 

When you need technology transfer related to the greater usage of 
high quality asphalt pavements containing recycled tire rubber, join 
the RPA so that we can work together to build better roads and 
beneficially re-use end of life tires.  MH 

 

A tremendous improvement was noted after the overlay.  Al-
though the dry weather accidents were not as significantly 
affected, some improvement was made with reduction of 
nearly nine accidents on average each year.  What is most 
important is the reduction in accidents in wet weather.  On 
this project the average number of wet accidents dropped 
over 93%, from an average of 21.3/year to 1.3/year, total inju-
ries dropped over 66% from 20.7 to 7.0. 
 

A striking “statistic” is the reduction of accidents resulting in 
fatalities from 6 in the three years leading up to the surface 
improvement to 1 in the three years following the improve-
ment.  An 83% reduction in fatalities resulted from a surface 
improvement. 
 

The death of a person is much more than a statistic, yet we 
tolerate as a nation over 40,000 such statistics each year.  The 
equivalent of a small town is unnecessarily killed annually on 
US highways.  It has been reported by the American Con-
crete Pavement Association that 19% of all highway accident 
fatalities occur during wet weather, that is about 7600 peo-
ple.  Imagine if every highway agency took the same lessons 
to heart as Tex DOT and put the friction courses in areas 
where there are known wet weather problems and similar 
results were experienced.  Over 6300 people could still be 
with us today. 
 

Users of FM 1431 
near Jonestown, 
Texas can thank 
TexDOT that they 
are more than statis-
tics and less loved 
ones have died as 
result of the wise 
placement of a fric-
tion course to en-
hance public safety. 
RPA 
 
 

President’s Letter President’s Letter 
(Continued from page  2)(Continued from page  2)  

Safety Update Safety Update 
(Continued from page 6)(Continued from page 6)  

I-515  A-R Friction Course near Las Vegas March 2008 

Year AVG 2001 
to 2003

AVG 2004 
to 2006

% Change 
in Avg 

since PFC

Total # of accidents 36.3 15.0 58.7
Dry weather accidents 15.0 13.7 8.9
Wet weather accidents 21.3 1.3 93.8
Fatalities 2.0 0.3 83.3
Total injuries 20.7 7.0 66.1
Incapacitating injuries* 4.3 0.3 92.3
Non-incapacitating injuries 16.3 4.0 75.5
Annual rainfall (inches) 33.4 36.3 8.7
Total rain days (>0.1 in.) 50.0 52.7 5.3
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AsphaltAsphalt--Rubber Cape Seal ApplicationsRubber Cape Seal Applications  
(Continued from page  8)(Continued from page  8)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Through long term performance history and over 30 years of use the asphalt-rubber cape seal application has contin-
ued to evolve into second generation binder materials and multi-layered preservation systems that are currently rec-
ommended for use concerning pavements in very poor condition.  In fact pavement condition index (PCI) is one 
method that specifying agencies can determine just where the asphalt-rubber cape seal system(s) should be utilized to 
obtain the highest level of initial value and long term performance.  It is true that PCI does not indicate to an agency 
the level of pre-maintenance that should be done prior to any pavement preservation strategy.  With this in mind the 
asphalt-rubber industry recommends that all thermal and block type of cracking 3/8 of an inch or wider, be sealed 
with the proper crack sealant.  All depressed areas should be skin patched and all base failed areas should be removed 
and replaced prior to the asphalt-rubber cape seal application.  If this type of pre-maintenance effort is accomplished, 
then the asphalt-rubber cape seal systems can and have been successfully applied on pavements ranging from 30 to 
50 on the PCI and at the same time achieve the 10 to 15 years of maintenance free life.  These are the reasons that 
asphalt-rubber cape seal applications far exceed the life cycle cost benefit compared to other types of pavement pres-
ervation applications, along with being potential alternatives for more expensive construction or re-construction alter-
natives.   JJS 

Save The Date for  AR 2009! Save The Date for  AR 2009!   
The Next International AsphaltThe Next International Asphalt--Rubber Conference, Rubber Conference,   
Nanjing, China, November 2Nanjing, China, November 2--4, 2009  4, 2009    
www.consulpav.com/ar2009 www.consulpav.com/ar2009   

 
  Left: Gregory Street, 
  Fairfield, CA  
  June 2000, 
  before A-R Cape Seal 
  
  Right: A-R Cape seal 
  8 years old  
  (June 2008) and still   
  performing. 
 
  Photos courtesy of   
  Western Pavement  
  Maintenance Association 
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